COOKIES AND LOCAL STORAGE POLICY
Cookies Policy:
Pursuant to Law 34/2002, of 11 July, on Services of the Information Society and Electronic Commerce, you
are hereby advised that this website uses Cookies to improve and optimise the user experience. Further
detailed information about what "Cookies" are, what type of cookies are used on the website, how to change
the cookies settings, and what happens if the cookies are disabled are specified below.
What are Cookies?
A cookie is a small text file which is downloaded to your computer when accessing certain web pages.
Cookies allow a website, among other things, to store and retrieve information about the browsing habits
of a user or his/her computer and, depending on the information contained therein and the use of the
terminal, and can be used to recognise the user.
What types of cookies are used on this website?
• Analytical cookies: Are those cookies which are processed by us or by third parties, enabling us to
quantify the number of users and thus carry out the statistical measurement and analysis of the use that
users make of the offered service. To this end, we analyse your browsing habits on our website in order to
improve the offer of products or services that we offer.
• Advertising Cookies: Are those cookies either managed by us or by third parties, which enable the
management, as efficiently as possible, the offer of the advertising spaces that are included in a webpage,
adapting the contents of the requested service or the use made of our website.To that end we can analyse
your Web browsing habits and can show advertisements related to your navigation profile.

Cookie Name Description / Purpose

PHPSESSID

WPML

__utma

_utmc

Provider

Expiration

This cookie is used by encrypted language PHP to
allow SESSION variables to be stored on the web
ibizagranhotel.com Session
server. These cookies are essential for the functioning
of the website.

This allows us to identify the user's language so that
we can display the website in the correct language.
Cookies
used:
“_icl_current_language”, WPML
“_icl_visitor_lang_js,
"wpml_referer_url",
“wpml_browser_redirect_test”.

1 day

This cookie is used to identify unique visitors by
assigning a unique visitor ID. It tracks the number of
Google Analytics
times you have visited this Site and your first and last
visits.

2 years

This cookie is used to identify a web session and store
session information. It helps calculate the length of a
Google Analytics
visit by collecting a time stamp from the exact
moment they leave this Site.

N/A

_utmz

This cookie is used to store campaign information. It
tracks where the user came from, which search
engine they used, which link they clicked on, which Google Analytics
keywords they used, and the location from where it
was accessed.

6 months
from
the
date it is
set up

_ga

This cookie is from Google Analytics. It is used to
collect information about how visitors use the website.
These cookies collect information anonymously, Google Analytics
including the number of users of the site, the most
visited content, and so on.

2 years

• Third party cookies:Provided by third parties.

Cookie Name

Description / Purpose

Provider Expiration

APISID, HSID,
LOGIN_INFO,
PREF,
SID,

These cookies belong to Youtube. When you watch
Youtube content that is embedded on our site, Youtube
VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE may set up cookies that do not belong to YouTube
ibizagranhotel.com. For more information, please see
Youtube's legal policy at www.google.es/policies
WbVud.resume

2 years

YSC
Demographics
dkv

What happens if the Cookies are disabled?
Certain functionalities of the Services and areas of this website may not function properly if the cookies have
been disabled.
Is our Cookies Policy updated?
We may periodically update the Cookies Policy on our website, for this reason, it is recommended that you
review this policy whenever you access our website in order to be properly advised as regards how and why
cookies are used.
How do I configure my Cookies settings?

By clicking on "I UNDERSTAND" and continuing on our website, you consent the use of Cookies under the
conditions contained in this Cookies Policy. As a user, you have the possibility to exercise your right to block,
eliminate and reject the use of Cookies, at any time, by modifying your browser options. For example,

•

Microsoft Edge:Configuration> Advanced Configuration> Cookies.
See the Microsoftsupportor the browser help.

•

Mozilla Firefox:Tools> Options> Privacy> History> Custom Configuration.
See the Mozillasupport or the browser help.

•

Google Chrome:Settings> Show advanced options> Privacy> Content settings.
See the Googlesupport or the browser help.

•

Safari (Apple):Preferences> Security.
See the Applesupport or the browser help.

•

Opera (Opera Software):Configuration>Options> Advanced> Cookies
See the Operasupport or the browser help.

If you are using another browser, consult the cookies installation, use and blocking policy
thereof.Nevertheless, using the www.youronlinechoices.com tool, you will find useful information and
configure, supplier per supplier, your cookies preferences.

Is information compiled only via Cookies?
There may be websites that use other types of storage similar to that of cookies but with additional capacity,
such as other types of local data storage on the client's computer, for example:

•
•

•

HTML5 LocalStorage and sessionStorage: Space that the website may use on the user's
computer.Generally deleting the browsing history which may be deleted.
The "Local Shared Objects" or "flash cookies" (Silverlight "isolated storage"):These are pieces of
data that websites which use Abode Flash may store on a user's computer. These are stored inside
the Microsoft folder where the user profile is located.You have to enter the folder and delete.(For
example:Vimeo
videos).
Flash serves to incorporate multimedia elements into a web page, and to that end, stores files in
the user's computer.
A web beacon or web bug serves to track a user's activity, inserting a mini-image which the user
does not perceive.When browsing a website, loaded together with the page, and the server where
the photo is downloaded, records the access times, or the number of times that the user has
accessed the website.

These files are more intrusive than cookies, given that these files are more complicated to delete, store
more information, and is a standalone application from the browser used. This type of storage is not used.

